You wouldn’t learn medicine from a doctor who had never treated patients. Why get an MBA from a professor who has never worked in business?

Entrepreneurial thinking permeates University of Indianapolis classrooms, with professors who use their firsthand start-up stories to teach real-world concepts. This equips students with the knowledge they need to start a business, climb the corporate ladder or seek an exciting job in a new field.

“We see a lot of ‘I get it’ moments on students’ faces here. That’s because we have faculty who have not just dipped a toe in the entrepreneurial pool, but have jumped into it,” says Stanley Osweiler, Executive in Residence and professor of Marketing & Entrepreneurship in the School of Business.

UIndy is designed with the working professional in mind. The emphasis on applied learning means students take lessons straight from the classroom to the boardroom. Small classes (20 students on average) allow students to get the personal attention they need to succeed.

Starting in fall 2013, students can fast-track their education with UIndy’s new One-Year MBA program. Aimed at recent college graduates of any major looking for advanced business credentials, the program is a full-time, daytime, 12-month MBA.
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